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The Shape of Things to Come: BuzziSpace
Rethinks the Modern Office, Adding Softness, Harmony and Flexibility
Furthering its Solution-Driven Approach to Happy, Healthy Workspaces, Global Acoustics
Leader BuzziSpace Brings Seven Fresh Concepts to NeoCon 2019
June 10, 2019 – Known for its innovative vision for the modern office, BuzziSpace introduces new
solutions designed to enhance employee privacy, comfort, and overall happiness at NeoCon 2019.
As a trusted partner to the world’s most progressive companies, BuzziSpace is constantly at the forefront of workplace design and the ever-changing needs of today’s officescape. At this year’s fair, the
Belgium-based company provides fresh, creative answers to the questions faced by all clients: how can
we work more collaboratively together, more productively alone, and how can we scale with extreme
flexibility in mind?

Enter a new range of human-centric solutions that balance space, sound and light. From noise-reducing seating to modular furniture systems, each product serves to improve individual well-being and
concentration at work with acoustically-driven, customizable designs made from high-quality, natural
materials.
Select Solutions on Display | Suite 10-111 & BuzziLounge 1st Floor
Developed in collaboration with designer Alain Gilles, BuzziBracks is a series of freestanding modular
units that can be combined and mixed-and-matched in numerous ways to create micro-environments
within large, open-plan workspaces. This unique approach offers a flexible, highly adaptable framework
to easily carve out small, designated areas that can be easily customized to take on a wide range of
functions, as well as cater to individuals’ unique needs and preferences. Shown for the first time in the
U.S., BuzziBracks has been expanded to include new heights, sizes, and optional accessory add-ons.
Alain Gilles will also debut BuzziTable, an intentionally straightforward design inspired by the traditional
kitchen table well-suited for serving as a conference table, shared workplace, or alternative solo task station with its contemporary, versatile appearance.
Impromptu meeting? Pull up BuzziDee, a series of sound-absorbing poufs made from BuzziSpace’s signature materials—foam and felt – that can be customized to fit the aesthetic needs of any interior with its
array of tactile and colored finishes. It is an ideal add-on solution for break-out areas and open-plan
settings alike.
BuzziSpace additionally continues to push boundaries with the next generation of acoustic solutions, expanding its portfolio beyond two-dimensional wall treatments for the first time with the introduction of
BuzziDish: a new series of upholstered 3D acoustic wall and ceiling panels featuring rotating capabilities.
Designed by first-time BuzziSpace collaborator Jeffrey Huyghe, BuzziDish is unique for its playful, rebellious character and distinct parabolic, concave appearance reminiscent of a satellite dish.
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Following the launch of its 2018 Acoustic Lighting portfolio, the brand will also introduce BuzziDome, a
contemporary, sound-absorbing pendant light that lends a warm, homey, feeling to any space, along
with two never-before-seen acoustic wall applications, BuzziTab Soft and BuzziKey Soft, which provide
exceptional noise control as well as chic artistic appeal.
Stop by Suite 10-111 in the Merchandise Mart to walkthrough BuzziSpace’s newly-expanded interactive
acoustic rooms. Experience three distinct rooms to feel the impact acoustics can have on your well-being.

Want to learn more about acoustics? Register for daily early-bird sessions with Global Acoustics Ambassador
Daniel Verlooven at www.buzzi.space/inspiration/neocon-2019.

About BuzziSpace
BuzziSpace creates solutions for happy and healthy spaces around the world. With a mission to improve wellbeing through human-centric design, the Belgian design brand provides original acoustic solutions, lighting
and furnishings to meet the needs of the modern workplace—and beyond. Founded in 2007, BuzziSpace
has grown into an award-winning acoustics leader. The Antwerp-based company has established an international presence with showrooms in Antwerp, New York, Chicago, London and Aachen, and its own manufacturing facilities in Bladel (NL) and High Point (US).
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